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Dynamic ads for Studio 
A step-by-step guide to dynamic ads  
for Studio
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1. Introduction 
The struggle is real. Agencies and advertisers alike are starting to discover the potential 
of dynamic ad campaigns, but are having trouble to keep things simple. The possibilities 
of Google Marketing Platform are vast, resulting in a platform resembling an airplane 
cockpit that few fully understand.

This guide is created to help anyone that can use some help with setting up dynamic 
display campaigns using Google Marketing Platform and our Creative Management 
Platform, Bannerwise. We have simplified creating dynamic ads significantly, so you 
don’t necessarily have to be a techie to set up a dynamic display campaign.

Our guide covers all steps from adding a feed to Bannerwise to publishing a dynamic 
display campaign in Campaign Manager. Get started with creating your own dynamic 
campaign today! 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Important notice: 

1. Studio is formerly known as DoubleClick Creative Studio. This guide is up to 
date with recent efforts of Google to bring all their products under the Google 
Marketing Platform umbrella. 

2. To get started, make sure that you have a working feed that is compatible with 
Google Marketing Platform. For the purpose of this guide, we will assume that 
you have this ready. If you want to know more about feed specifications and 
requirements, please consult this resource by Google.

https://support.google.com/richmedia/answer/3399836?hl=en
https://support.google.com/richmedia/answer/3399836?hl=en


2. Add your feed to Studio 
Configuring your feed to Studio is the first step to publishing your dynamic campaign. 

1. Once you have your feed, login to Studio. 

2. Select the tab ‘Dynamic content’. 

3. Select an advertiser from the list. 

4. Click the ‘New profile’ button. 

5. Enter the name of your feed. 

6. Click the ‘New content’ button. Here you can indicate the type of content you’re 
uploading. For this situation, we need a local CSV file or a Google Spreadsheet as 
a content source. Continue by clicking the ‘Browse for file’ button and select the 
feed file from your computer or from your Google Drive. 

7. Proceed to set the ID and the Reporting label for your feed. Here you should 
select a reference like ‘id’ for ID, but this can vary depending on your feed. 

8. Next, check that Studio has interpreted the information under ‘Data Types and 
Filters’ correctly. 

9. When you’re done, click ‘Transform’. (Google transforms your feed for you so that 
your attribute specifications meet their specifications) 

10. In the next two screens, click the blue ‘Save and Continue’ button to wrap up.  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Bannerwise does not support XML feeds for Studio. The steps below apply to 
CSV feeds and Google Spreadsheets only.

If you are using a Google Spreadsheet, it must be shared with both 
StudioDynamicCreative@system.gserviceaccount.com and studio-
dynamic-creatives@google.com
Click ‘Continue’.



11. Once you have transformed your content, you can navigate back to the “dynamic 
content” tab and select the advertiser that you have added the feed to. Click on 
the tab titled ‘transformed content’. The feed you have just added should appear 
right on top of the list! Copy the ID number and Element name as they will be 
required to upload the feed to Bannerwise. 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3. Add your feed to Bannerwise 
Now you’ve added your feed to Studio you should add your feed to Bannerwise. To do 
this, you need the ID and Element name of your feed from step 9 in chapter 1. 

Adding your feed to Bannerwise: 

1. Login to your Bannerwise account. 

2. Navigate to the top right corner to select the ‘Configurations’ menu. 

3. Select ‘Dynamic’. 

4. Select ‘Add Feed’. 

5. Use the ‘Networks’ drop down to find and select ‘DoubleClick Studio’. 

6. Give your feed a name. 

7. Enter the ID and Element name that you’ve acquired when adding your feed to 
Studio in step 9 of chapter 1. 

8. Select the client or label that you will be using this feed for. 

9. Select “Add .CSV” and find the feed you would like to use from your computer.  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This feed has to be the same feed you’ve added to your Studio account 
in step 4 of chapter 1.

Tip: If you are using a Google Spreadsheet, download it as a comma 
delimited CSV first and then add it to Bannerwise.



After you’ve added your feed to Bannerwise, you will be asked to map your feed. 

Mapping your feed in Bannerwise 
By mapping your feed you are connecting your feed attributes to the correct element 
types in Bannerwise. Each feed attribute has to be labeled as an element type or 
marked as ‘Do not import’.  

There are five element types: Image, text, logo, button, and click area. Here’s an 
example: When you map the feed attribute ‘name’ as a text element, you will use 
Bannerwise text elements for this feed attribute. 

Please keep these rules in mind: 

• Mapping your elements as an image means that it will display the source of the 
image set in your feed. 

• Mapping your elements as a text or button will display it as text. 

• Click areas are used to make your ad clickable. Always map your destination URL 
as a click area. 

• Mapping an element incorrectly will require you to remap your feed. Check out the 
troubleshooting section of this guide for more information.  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Important note: 
Attributes similar to URL, Destination URL, or Final URL always have to be mapped as 
click areas. If they are not mapped as click areas, they can not be used to trigger a 
click.



4. Create your dynamic ads in Bannerwise 
Feeds can be used in one of two ways: To create a new ad, or to add the feed to a 
previously created set of ads or template. 

Scenario 1: New ad set 
To use your feed to create a new ad set from scratch, follow these steps: 

1. From the Hub, navigate to ‘Create’ → ‘Dynamic banner’ → ‘From scratch’ 

2. Select the feed you would like to use 

3. Select the sizes you would like to have in your set. The Single View editor will 
open. 

4. To add a dynamic element to your ad, navigate to the  icon → ‘Dynamic’ 

5. From the ‘Reference’ drop down, select the dynamic element you would like to 
add to your ad. You may select any of the elements in your feed, like ImageUrl, 
Price, Description and so on. 

6. After selecting it, the element will appear on your canvas. The Index value will 
correspond with these rulings: 
          a. Index 1 will pull the most relevant article from the feed, 
          b. Index 2 will pull the second most relevant article from the feed, etc.  
To learn more about the Index and Reference of your dynamic elements, read this 
article. 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After selecting a feed you cannot switch to a feed for a different network.

When working with text elements, it is very helpful to use the scale to fit 
feature to account for a text that might vary in length. This feature will 
resize your text to fit perfectly into the space provided without you having 
to resize it manually. You can even define constraints for minimum and 
maximum font size.

https://help.bannerwise.io/en/articles/3067852-dynamic-what-do-the-reference-and-index-number-mean
https://help.bannerwise.io/en/articles/3067852-dynamic-what-do-the-reference-and-index-number-mean


7. Don't forget to add a click area! To add a click area, click the  button and find 
the dynamic option at the bottom of the drop down:  . Select the 
reference ‘URL’. Be sure to match the index of your click area with the index of the 
other dynamic content in your ad. 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You can add multiple images and products to your ad by adding them to 
the canvas. You will have to select the same reference, but make sure that 
the indexes are different. Read more on how this works in our article 
covering Reference and Index.

https://help.bannerwise.io/articles/3067852-help-center-what-do-the-reference-and-index-number-mean
https://help.bannerwise.io/articles/3067852-help-center-what-do-the-reference-and-index-number-mean
https://help.bannerwise.io/articles/3067852-help-center-what-do-the-reference-and-index-number-mean
https://help.bannerwise.io/articles/3067852-help-center-what-do-the-reference-and-index-number-mean


Scenario 2: Create from public template 
To connect your feed to an existing, dynamic template, follow these steps. 

1. From the Hub, navigate to ‘Create’ → ‘Dynamic banner’ → ‘From Template’ 

2. Next, select the feed you would like to use from the list. 

3. The selected template will open in the All View. You can now select the elements 
in your template that you would like to make dynamic. 

4. Select an element from the menu on the left, and toggle on dynamic. 
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After selecting a feed you cannot switch to a feed for a different network.

You will only see the feeds that are saved under the client or label you 
have currently selected in the Hub.



5. From the ‘Reference’ drop down, select the dynamic attribute that you would like 
to add to your element.  

6. The values in the ‘Index’ dropdown will correspond with these rulings: 
          a. Index 1 will pull the most relevant article from the feed, 
          b. Index 2 will pull the second most relevant article from the feed, etc.  
To learn more about the Index and Reference of your dynamic elements, read this 
article. 

7. Repeat this process for all the elements you would like to make dynamic. 

8. Every click area present in the template has to be set up as a dynamic click area. 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If you have multiple product images in your template, make sure that 
each product image contains the same reference but a different index.

The reference of a dynamic click area should always be the URL of your 
landing page.

https://help.bannerwise.io/en/articles/3067852-dynamic-what-do-the-reference-and-index-number-mean
https://help.bannerwise.io/en/articles/3067852-dynamic-what-do-the-reference-and-index-number-mean


Scenario 3: Create from custom template 
Bannerwise provides the opportunity to save your custom created banners as a 
template. Follow the steps below if you would like to use your custom template for a 
dynamic ad campaign. 

1. From the Hub, navigate to ‘Create’ → ‘Dynamic banner’ → ‘From Template’.  

2. Select Google Ads. 

3. Click the dropdown menu to the right of the search bar and select ‘Custom 
templates’. 

4. Select your custom template.  

5. Select Google Ads. 

6. Click ‘Settings’ in the top right corner and select ‘Dynamic’. 

7. Select the feed you would like to connect to your ad set. 

8. Select any element in the navigation bar on the left. 

9. Toggle on ‘Dynamic’. 

10.  From the ‘Reference’ drop down, select the dynamic attribute that you would like 
to add to your element. 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If you don’t yet have a dynamic template but would like to use one of 
your standard templates, replace step 1 with this step: From the Hub, 
navigate to ‘Create’ → ‘Standard banner’ → ‘From Template’.



11.  The values in the ‘Index’ dropdown will correspond with these rulings: 
          a. Index 1 will pull the most relevant article from the feed, 
          b. Index 2 will pull the second most relevant article from the feed, etc.  

To learn more about the Index and Reference of your dynamic elements, read this 
article. 

12.  Repeat this process for all the elements you would like to make dynamic. 

13. Make sure that all your sizes have a click area. You can add these in the Single 
View editor. 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If you have multiple product images in your template, make sure that 
each product image contains the same reference but a different index.

https://help.bannerwise.io/en/articles/3067852-dynamic-what-do-the-reference-and-index-number-mean
https://help.bannerwise.io/en/articles/3067852-dynamic-what-do-the-reference-and-index-number-mean


Scenario 4: Make an existing ad set dynamic 

1. From the Hub, navigate to ‘Manage’ → ‘Banners’. 

2. Find the ads your would like to make dynamic and click ‘More’ → ‘Duplicate’. 

3. Change the publish settings of your duplicate ad set to Google Ads by clicking 
‘Publish’ → ‘Download’ and selecting Google Ads from the Networks dropdown 
menu. 

4. Go back to your Banners overview and click ‘Edit’. 

5. Click ‘Settings’ in the top right corner and select ‘Dynamic’. 

6. Select the feed you would like to connect to your ad set. 

7. Select any element in the navigation bar on the left. 

8. Toggle on ‘Dynamic’. 

9. From the ‘Reference’ drop down, select the dynamic attribute that you would like 
to add to your element. 

10.  The values in the ‘Index’ dropdown will correspond with these rulings: 
          a. Index 1 will pull the most relevant article from the feed, 
          b. Index 2 will pull the second most relevant article from the feed, etc.  
To learn more about the Index and Reference of your dynamic elements, read this 
article. 
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If you have multiple product images in your template, make sure that 
each product image contains the same reference but a different index.

https://help.bannerwise.io/en/articles/3067852-dynamic-what-do-the-reference-and-index-number-mean
https://help.bannerwise.io/en/articles/3067852-dynamic-what-do-the-reference-and-index-number-mean


11.  Repeat this process for all the elements you would like to make dynamic. 

12.  Make sure that all your sizes have a click area. You can add these in the Single                 
View editor. 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5. Export your dynamic ads 
Once you are finished building your dynamic ads, simply follow the steps below to 
export. 

1. Navigate back to the hub and find your custom dynamic ad under ‘Manage’ and 
‘Banners’.  

2. To start the export flow find your ads and press the publish button  

3. Click the ‘Download’ button. Other options are not (yet) available. 

4. Select the ad sizes you would like to include in this export.  

5. As a final step, make sure you select HTML5 as output type and hit the export 
button in the bottom left. 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Fallback images are still required by Google. Create some fallback images by 
performing an additional export, using JPEG or PNG instead of HTML5 as the 
output type.

After exporting dynamic creatives from Bannerwise, previewing them locally is 
not possible. Check our FAQ section for more information.



6. Upload your dynamic ads to Studio 
Once you have exported your dynamic ad set, it is time to upload it to your Studio 
account. Uploading your ads to Studio will let you preview them and add them to 
Campaign Manager. 

1. Login to your Studio account.  

2. Select the tab titled “Creatives”  

3. Select an Advertiser Name and a Campaign Name. The advertiser should be the 
same as the one that you have added your feed to in Step 3 of Chapter 1. 

4. In the drop down menu “Format” you should have “Banner” selected. Next, select 
the dimensions of the ad you are uploading.  

5. Click “Next” to continue. 

6. Select your ad. 

7. Once you have uploaded your ad in the correct format, click “Next”. 

8. Don't make any changes in the “Edit event” step and continue to Preview by 
clicking “Next”. 

9. You should now see a working preview of your ad. In the top right next to your ad 
preview, you have the option to refresh the preview and view a second random 
item from your feed. 

10. Repeat step 2-9 for all individual ads in your set. 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Each size will have to be uploaded separately.



7. Upload your dynamic ads to Campaign Manager 
After uploading all your dynamic ads to Studio, you are ready to add them to Campaign 
Manager 

Make sure that the selected advertiser is associated with Campaign 
Manager 

1. Select ‘Creatives’ and find ‘Advertisers’ in the navigation menu. Find the 
advertiser that you have added your feed and creatives to and select ‘Make 
association’ 

2. In the Notify field, enter traffickers' email addresses, separated by commas 
adding a CC and message to recipients is optional.  

3. Click ‘Send’. 

Send your dynamic ads to the QA team for review 
After you have set up an association with Campaign Manager, you can send your ads to 
the QA team for review. 

1. Navigate to ‘Creatives’ and select ‘Creatives’ in the navigation menu. Select the 
creative you would like to publish. 

2. Select one of the ad sizes that is part of your dynamic set and navigate to step 5 
titled ‘Publish’ by clicking the ‘Next’ button. 

3. At step 5, use the checkboxes to select the creatives to publish for QA. 

4. Uncheck the ‘Send a notification to Studio's QA team’ option. Optionally, you can 
add the email address or addresses of your own QA team. 

5. Enter your QA team member's email address in the Notify field. In the CC field, 
enter any other applicable contacts (such as traffickers) that you want notified 
when the creatives are published. 
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If you are unable to navigate to this step, make sure you have selected or 
uploaded a fallback image for your ad in step 2 ‘Manage files’. You can 
generate fallback images in Bannerwise by exporting a jpeg version of 
your ads.



6. Click ‘Publish to QA’ to change the status of creatives to Published, and start the 
QA testing process. 

7. Studio’s QA team tests the creatives and emails you when the review is complete. 

An alert icon  appears next to creatives that can't be published. Hover this 
icon for more information. 

Publish your dynamic creatives to Campaign Manager 
After your ads have been approved by your QA team you are ready to publish your ads. 

1. Check the status of all the ads in your account and make sure all the ad sizes you 
want to use in the campaign have their status marked as ‘QA approved’. An 
overview is available in your Creatives overview. 

2. Navigate to ‘Creatives’ and select ‘Campaigns’ in the navigation menu. Select the 
campaign that you have added your dynamic creatives to. 

3. Select all sizes you would like to publish. 

4. After selecting all your sizes, navigate to the dropdown box labeled ‘QA options’ 
and select the option ‘Submit approved’. Your ads will now be available to traffic 
in the Campaign Manager account you have associated with this advertiser. 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8. FAQ 
Here are the answers to common questions about Custom Dynamic Ads for 
DoubleClick Studio. If you have any other questions, feel free to contact us at 
support@bannerwise.io! 

Q: What feed attributes can I use in my dynamic ad? 
A: The feed attributes you can use in your display ad are determined by Google. 
This resource by Google describes the required attributes. 

Q: Do you have example feeds I could use? 
A: Yes, we do! In case you don't have your own feed ready, you can use one of our 
test feeds that can be found here. 

Q: What languages are supported in the feed? 
A: The content of the feed can be in any language using Latin script. The names of 
your attributes have to be in English. 

Q: Do feeds support special characters? (e.g. ñ)? 
A: Yes, but only special characters coded as UTF-8. Here you can find a list of 
special characters that could be used and the corresponding code that should be 
in your feed if you want this character displayed in your dynamic ads. 

Q: Is there a limit to the number of lines in my feed? 
A: There is no limit to the number of lines in your feed. 

Q: Can I use a custom font in my dynamic ads? 
A: Yes, you can. However, it is important to consider the file size of your ads. When 
using a custom font file KB size of your dynamic ads may exceed 150KB. Using a 
custom font in your dynamic creatives means that all characters in the font are 
needed, because the feed content is likely to contain  all characters. This results in 
a larger file size. 
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mailto:support@bannerwise.io
https://support.google.com/richmedia/answer/3399836?hl=en
https://bannerwise-assets.s3.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com/csv/2019/custom.csv
https://www.utf8-chartable.de/unicode-utf8-table.pl?utf8=oct&unicodeinhtml=dec&htmlent=1


Q: How can I preview a live version of my dynamic ads after export? 
A: Your price attributes in your feed should include a currency code (e.g. USD or 
EUR) to reference the price in a specific currency. In Bannerwise, any price 
elements that include a currency code will also display this code as text.  For 
example, when you see 19.99USD in Bannerwise, you will see $19.99 in Studio. 

Q: Will my dynamic ads still work after my feed data is updated? 
A: Yes, your feed can be updated manually or automatically.. This does not apply to 
any changes you make to feed attributes. 

Q: Will my feed attributes be automatically updated in Bannerwise? 
A: No, when you add a feed to Bannerwise, a snapshot is made of all your 
attributes and the first 10 line items in the feed. This happens so that you’re able to 
link the attributes of your feed to Bannerwise elements. Since your feed is not 
hosted on our server, you will need to walk through all steps of this guide again. 

Q: Where can I find help to create my own feed? 
A: We recommend working with feed management tools like Channable or 
Datafeedwatch. 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https://www.channable.com/
https://www.datafeedwatch.com/


9. Troubleshooting 
Below you will find some of the more common troubleshooting questions about 
creating dynamic ads. If you can’t find the answer you’re looking for, feel free to reach 
out to support@bannerwise.io or drop us a message in the in-app support chat.

My feed is not accepted by Studio and/or Bannerwise
If your feed is not accepted by either platform, it means that the information and setup 
found in your feed don't match the Google criteria. Feel free to reach out to 
support@bannerwise.io if you experience problems with getting your feed accepted.

Studio rejects my ads
Your QA team tests the creatives and emails you when the review is complete. An alert 
icon  appears next to creatives that can't be published. Hover this icon for more 
information. Feel free to reach out to support@bannerwise.io if you experience 
problems with getting your ads approved.

Dynamic elements not visible in the Studio preview
If you have uploaded your ad, and you don't see your dynamic content it could be due 
to several reasons. Feel free to reach out to support@bannerwise.io if you experience 
problems with previewing your Ads in Studio. 

I’ve made a mistake when mapping my feed and need to remap
If you wish to remap your feed, take a look at this help article. Remapping your feed will 
let you assign dynamic elements as different element types.
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mailto:support@bannerwise.io
mailto:support@bannerwise.io
mailto:support@bannerwise.io
https://help.bannerwise.io/en/articles/3058787-dynamic-how-to-map-a-dynamic-feed-to-bannerwise-design-elements
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